Abstract: This article looks at how charity organizations running private residential child care institutions on the Kenyan coast make use of the personal data of children in their care, as a means of securing and maintaining the support of donors from the global North. The strategy involves the online showcasing of children’s profiles—individual children’s photos, accompanied by their names, birth dates, annual development, and their emotion-inducing personal and/or family histories are posted on the respective organizations’ websites, making them accessible to the global public. I analyze and problematize this practice, positing that while it explicitly serves fund-raising purposes and is motivated by the search for cost-effective fund-raising-oriented communication, at a more implicit level, it is equally a strategy used to discursively legitimize the organizations and their child ‘rescue’ activities, within the contemporary climate of deinstitutionalization. This strategy results in a violation of children’s rights; has ethical implications; and is not without consequences for the concerned children’s well-being.
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1. Introduction

Studies conducted in psychology, social work, and medicine, among other disciplines, have shown the negative impact institutional child-rearing has on children’s emotional, social, cognitive, and intellectual development\(^1\). Research and press reports in numerous Southern countries have also shown that today, a large majority of children living in residential care institutions are not necessarily there because they genuinely lack parents and/or extended family. Most often their institutionalization results from interrelated factors, notably, family crises, poverty, and social and political upheavals\(^2\).

Over the years, these considerations have led to a shift in thinking as the work of child-centered international non-governmental organizations (INGOs), intergovernmental organizations, and that of medical and academic researchers, has emphasized the need to bring to an end the up-bringing of children in institutional settings. Today, numerous national governments in both the global North and South are engaged in deinstitutionalization—understood as processes through which the national child protection systems are comprehensively reformed, and institutional care is replaced by a range of suitable alternative care services that prioritise prevention and family-based up-bringing of children (Better Care Network 2017, p. 8; Opening Doors 2012; Nsabimana 2016). Instruments and practices

\(^1\) See for example studies by Engle et al. 2011; MacLean 2003; Beckett et al. 2002; Rutter et al. 1999; O’Connor and Rutter 2000; Makame et al. 2002.

\(^2\) See Guiney 2012; Pattisson 2014; Tuhinul and Fulcher 2016.
geared towards curbing the expansion of institutional care settings and the promotion of family-based alternative care, have been put forward through a number of international meetings\(^3\).

As is well known, gaps in governments’ provision of social services in Southern countries are often filled by NGOs. In Kenya, the care of children who are deprived of parental care is one such domain: children in such situations are brought up within kinship family contexts, certainly, but also increasingly within secular or faith-based private residential child-care institutions, run by NGOs and/or individuals. The role, structure, functioning, and legal obligations of these institutions—officially termed ‘Charitable Children’s Institutions’ (CCI)—are outlined in the country’s Children Act, which defines CCIs as, “a home or institution which has been established by a person, corporate or unincorporate, a religious organisation or a non-governmental organisation” and that, “has been granted approval by the Council to manage a programme for the care, protection, rehabilitation or control of children” (Laws of Kenya, Children Act 2001, section 58).

The Kenyan government’s legislative activities related to child protection and its pro deinstitutionalization discourse, would seem to indicate a commitment to working towards deinstitutionalizing the up-bringing of children in the country. However, more and more children are still going into, and are remaining in institutional care and the number of known registered institutions still remains high. According to a collaborative Government of Kenya and UNICEF report, there were more than 830 charitable children’s organizations in Kenya in 2015, where an estimated 40,000 to 42,000 children deprived of parental care were housed. The report is cautious in noting that the exact number of children is unknown (Government of Kenya, UNICEF, and Global Affairs Canada 2015, p. 8). Indeed, given the numerous press reports on the existence of illegally functioning residential care institutions around the country (see Guruba 2015; Benyawa 2016; Maichuhie 2016; Ucembe 2016), and with the number of ‘orphans and vulnerable children’ having been estimated at 3.6 million nationwide in 2015 (Government of Kenya, UNICEF, and Global Affairs Canada 2015, p. 6), one can expect that the numbers of institutionalized children may be much higher than the official figures.

Research that I conducted online shows that a growing number of these Charitable Children’s Institutions, popularly known as ‘orphanages’, ‘children’s homes’, or ‘children’s villages’, are established as charity NGOs and are founded by ‘do-it-yourself\(^4\)’ individual humanitarians and/or by an association of persons. These small organizations (whose work is not correspondingly as small) are oriented towards external fund-raising and are almost entirely, if not fully, financially dependent on social actors from/in the global North. In order to secure the support of new donors from Northern countries, as well as maintain the funding they are already receiving, the large majority of these organizations have in recent years adopted a strategy that involves showcasing the children in their care, on their websites.

In this article I look at how in their quest to raise funds, do-it-yourself humanitarians and the organizations through which they run residential care institutions on the Kenyan South Coast, make use of the personal data of children in their care: individual children’s photos, accompanied by their names and personal and/or family histories—for the most tragic—and details on their annual development are posted on the respective organizations’ websites, making them accessible to the global public. I analyze and problematize this practice, positing that while it explicitly serves fund-raising purposes and is motivated by the search for cost-effective fund-raising-oriented communication, at a more implicit level, it is equally a strategy used to discursively legitimize\(^5\) the organizations and

\(^3\) Significant instruments include the Convention on the Rights of the Child (United Nations General Assembly 1989); the United Nations Guidelines for the Alternative Care of Children (United Nations General Assembly 2010); regional instruments such as the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child (Organization of African Unity OAU), and country specific ones such as Guidelines for the Alternative Family Care of Children (Republic of Kenya 2014).

\(^4\) By do-it-yourself humanitarians, I am referring to individuals who in this context are generally from the global North and who take on humanitarian responsibilities without necessarily having professional competence or experience in the domain.

\(^5\) My reference to discursive legitimation strategies denotes the specific ways in which the organizations and social actors within them—in particular their founders—make sense of, and assign meaning to their actions, activities and practices associated with their custody of, and care for children in their institutions.
their child ‘rescue’ activities, within the contemporary climate of deinstitutionalization. This strategy results in a violation of children’s rights; has ethical implications; and is not without consequences for the concerned children’s well-being. The aim of this paper is not to condemn the individuals or organizations in question, but rather, to point out gaps and contradictions in child protection that in an increasingly digitalised world, require urgent attention.

In the following section, I briefly discuss my methods and sources. This is followed by a presentation of the paper’s theoretical background. I then discuss some of the key historical events to which one can trace the contemporary use of visual and literary representations of African children by western-funded NGOs, identifying some patterns and critiques that have been raised. This is followed by a description and analysis of two western-funded Kenyan children’s institutions’ websites—Sunshine and Greenfields— with regard to their use of personal data, images, and background stories of children in their care. Lastly, I discuss and conclude, offering possible solutions on how policy makers, and the so-called Charitable Children’s Institutions and the individuals and organizations running them, can ensure confidentiality and respect for privacy in relation to children’s personal data and information concerning their lives, in efforts to promote the overall protection of children. Due to space limitations, I do not provide descriptions of different aspects of the South Coast region; they are available in the literature (see for example Berman 2017; Chege (2014, 2015, 2017); Chege and Schweppe forthcoming).

2. Methods and Sources

This paper presents results from internet-based research that I conducted in 2017 on child rearing institutions in Kenya, and more specifically those situated on the Kenyan South Coast. Through the study, I sought to explore the identities, motivations, roles, and functioning of child-centered residential care institutions on the South Coast. My familiarity with the region through previous ethnographic research was pertinent for the study.

I conducted online searches and identified the websites of nine children’s institutions in the South Coast region that had the following characteristics: their founders or co-founders are nationals of global Northern countries (Germany, United Kingdom, France, Italy, The Netherlands and Australia) and are also the authors of the websites; the organizations through which the institutions are run exhibit dependency on external donations for sustenance (this is evident from their choice of language and/or currency, which tend to correspond to the founders’ home region/country language and currency); and they showcase profiles of children in their care at varying degrees.

I analyzed the content of the respective organizations’ websites in relation to how each institution was presented; the ‘kind’ of children being looked after (‘orphans’, ‘abandoned’, ‘neglected’, ‘abused’, and ‘orphaned and vulnerable children’); the identities and biographies of the founders; their projects; and how the reader is invited to ‘get involved’. This led to an understanding of the kinds of issues that were being foregrounded by the organizations and the topics highlighted more generally when discussing their work. In the second phase, I narrowed down the data sources by selecting the web pages that were most relevant for my analysis: home pages, about us pages, and web pages featuring...
individual children’s profiles. I conducted an inter-discursive analysis\(^{10}\) (Wu 2011) of the corresponding web pages focusing on the various discourses used to situate the work of the organizations.

My analytic orientation was interpretative and critical. I adopted a critical discourse analytic perspective (Fairclough and Wodak 1997); more specifically a discourse-historical approach (Van Leeuwen and Wodak 1999), in that, in analyzing the issue of ‘organizations’ use of children’s personal data online’, I not only analyzed children’s profiles on the organization’s websites, but also integrated the larger historical and structural context into the analysis and interpretation of discourses and texts, which showed the embeddedness of literary and visual representations of African children in western humanitarianism. Like most studies that adopt a critical discourse analysis perspective with a strong emphasis on context, my analysis here entails methodological and theoretical eclecticism (Wodak 2002).

3. Theoretical Background: Bridging Distance, Futility Thinking, and Cultivating Legitimacy

The pattern of humanitarian assistance has always been clear: it flows from the global North to the global South, through the work of organizations and individuals who respond to both acute (emergency) situations and chronic crises and their socio-economic consequences. Since the second half of the 20th century, there has been a significant increase in the number of humanitarians and humanitarian organizations around the world, and in official and private humanitarian assistance funding, which in 1991 totalled an estimated 4.6 billion dollars, consistently rising annually to reach 27.3 billion dollars in 2016 (Development Initiatives 2000, p. viii; Development Initiatives 2017, p. 28).

Fund-raising being a cornerstone of humanitarian organizations’ work and longevity, these organizations have to overcome three particular hurdles. As numerous researchers have noted, among them Chatterjee (2004); Lichtenberg (2012, p. 17); and Kennedy (2009), humanitarian organizations are confronted with, first, potential donors’ inaction resulting from the latter’s distance from those in need\(^{11}\). Second, they have to grapple with ‘futility thinking’ and ‘compassion fade’ among potential donors (Västfjäll et al. 2014) resulting from the latter’s constant access and exposure to flows of emotion-inducing news reports and imagery of a range of humanitarian ‘disaster’ situations through social and press media (Benthall 1993; Slovic 2007, 2010). Furthermore, these organizations have to contend with contemporary patterns of press media coverage through which affected people tend to remain nameless and faceless and their suffering abstract (Lichtenberg 2012; Kennedy 2009; Slovic 2007, 2010), and through which information on distant happenings is almost always experienced as a case of ‘fast news’, which once consumed, is quickly forgotten by the global North viewer.

Whether big or small, charity organizations are increasingly seeking to curb inaction and compassion fade through media and fund-raising campaigns that use text and imagery to communicate the suffering or hardships of distant populations certainly, but also by specifically and strategically focusing on individuals or small groups of related individuals in need (Västfjäll et al. 2014; Slovic 2007, 2010). However, small charity organisations run by do-it-yourself humanitarians seeking to raise funds for their projects do not have the same communication and fund-raising budget capacities as do bigger organizations. Hence, exploring some aspects of the digital revolution, notably the widespread and ever-increasing availability of internet connectivity and affordability of websites and user generated content, has become the solution for small scale organizations.

As key communication resources, websites enable individuals, commercial and non-commercial organizations, to not only inform people about their activities, but also to spend less on communication, while simultaneously creating and defining their own brands; infusing personalities into their

\(^{10}\) Interdiscursive analysis involves analyzing the blend of discourses, genres and styles within a text and their relation to institutional and social meaning (Wu 2011, p. 96). For more on interdiscursivity see Wu (2011).

\(^{11}\) Here, distance needs to be understood as geographical distance certainly, but also as the absence of a moral, social and cultural connection (family, friendships, community attachment) between potential donors in the global North, and the affected people in a southern country context (Lichtenberg 2012, p. 17; Chatterjee 2004; Kennedy 2009).
organizations; cultivating legitimacy; and/or generating income. For an annual cost of less than one hundred euros, any small NGO can produce and publish its own content online, which gives it a transnational reach. As Kennedy (2009) notes, such technology that allows users to generate content, stands as a threat to traditional press media.

In the field of charity, fund-raising and legitimacy are intricately connected, as are legitimacy and power. Rather than discuss the diverse ways legitimacy has been defined (see for example Dowd et al. 2008; Vidal et al. 2005; Suchman 1995), for the purpose of this paper, and because of space limitations, I draw on conceptualizations from social psychology and organizational sociology. In these fields, legitimacy is understood as generalized perceptions or assumptions with regard to the actions of an organization being desirable or appropriate within the frame of a socially constructed system of norms, values, and beliefs (Suchman 1995, p. 574). Comparatively, legitimacy is also explained as a state of appropriateness assigned to an actor, action, object, system, structure, or process that is the outcome of its integration within institutionalized norms, values, and beliefs; here ‘actor’ may refer to an individual, a group, an organization, a nation-state, or a world-system (Troyer 2011, p. 350). These two conceptualizations underscore the fact that legitimacy is socially constructed, and is a collective ascription, perception, or assumption. Depending on the specific context within which an NGO operates, actors who ascribe legitimacy or who hold assumptions about its legitimacy (or lack thereof) include the following: its members; other organizations in the sector; religious institutions; private companies; public administration; and members of society/citizens (Vidal et al. 2005).

Given that the missions of the large majority of NGOs are geared towards building more just societies, where certain values dominate, it may seem that the charity sector is intrinsically legitimate (Vidal et al. 2005, p. 8). However, an organization’s status of legitimacy is not a given; it is dynamic in that it may be questioned despite the fact that there may be no change in its or its representatives’ behaviour, practices or objectives (Deegan et al. 2002, pp. 319–20). Furthermore, studies have shown that NGOs do not necessarily take it for granted that working in charity organizations automatically legitimises them and their activities, and they thus engage in practices geared towards constructing legitimacy (Lavrusheva 2013; Lister 2003; Vaara et al. 2006; Vidal et al. 2005).

Important among these are discursive practices. Van Leeuwen and Wodak (1999) distinguish four general discursive legitimation strategies that are of relevance to this paper: authorization, rationalization, moral evaluation, and mythopoesis. Authorization involves reference to a particular authority, notably, tradition, custom, law, and individuals in whom some kind of institutionalized authority is vested; rationalization is understood as legitimation by reference to the function or utility of particular social practices or actions, and to socially constructed knowledge that endows them with cognitive validity; moral evaluation/moralization entails legitimation by reference to particular value systems; and lastly, mythopoesis/narrativization is the pursuit of legitimation through the linking of past, present, and future events (Lavrusheva 2013; Vaara et al. 2006; Van Leeuwen and Wodak 1999).

In order to understand and situate private residential child care institutions’ use of children’s data within global humanitarian dynamics and practices, I now turn to a historical exploration of the connections between western humanitarianism and the literary and visual representations of African children.

4. Intersection of Western Humanitarianism and Literary and Visual Representations of African Children

NGOs’ work involving children on the African continent cannot be separated from its visual and literary representations. Disturbing images and descriptions of needy, suffering African populations and in particular poor, sick and/or starving African children, have been used and continue to be used to touch the hearts of persons in the global North, resulting in acts of financial and material generosity. These representations have also generated opposition and outrage: on the one hand, over
the stereotyping and homogenization of people from African countries \(^{12}\) and on the other, with regard to the implied western and/or white superiority over African people (Dolinar and Sitar 2013; Manzo 2008; Van der Gaag and Nash 1987.)

It is beyond the scope of this paper to examine the entire country-by-country history of humanitarianism and how African children’s images and their stories have been used in the fund-raising campaigns of NGOs. Rather, in what follows, I will discuss two key events to which one can trace the contemporary use of visual and literary representations of African children by NGOs, as well as patterns that emerged and critiques that have been raised, some of which are equally present and are relevant to understanding the fund-raising and legitimacy construction strategies of the small child-oriented organizations discussed in this paper.

The Nigeria–Biafra civil war represents a landmark event in the history of post-colonial humanitarianism and NGOs’ use of images as an awareness and fund-raising strategy in relation to African children (O’Sullivan 2014). The 1967–1970 attempt by Biafra (the eastern region of Nigeria) to secede from Nigeria led to a three year long civil war, during which the Nigerian federal army deliberately blocked international aid missions’ access and the delivery of food and medical supplies to Biafra (Baughan 2015; O’Sullivan 2014). While the Biafran leaders attempted to demonstrate legitimacy and raise awareness on the Biafran people’s long-standing discriminated status within the larger Nigeria, the British, Russian, and American governments continued diplomatic and military support for the Nigerian federal government, and the western public remained unconcerned (Baughan 2015; O’Sullivan 2014; Heerten and Moses 2014).

It was only televised and print images in western media, of critically malnourished Biafran babies and children struggling and dying of starvation that prompted a shift in the western public’s stance, from one of indifference to one of solidarity (Heerten and Moses 2014; O’Sullivan 2014; Baughan 2015).

Through the initiative of a number of Aid Committees, most of which were formed during the Biafra–Nigeria war, relief supplies were airlifted into Biafara and starving malnourished children—who came to be referred to as “Biafran orphans” in press media—were later airlifted out of Biafra to relief camps in neighbouring African countries (Heerten and Moses 2014; O’Sullivan 2014; Baughan 2015). As Heerten and Moses have argued, these aid committees transitioned into some of today’s large international NGOs, making way for a new form of humanitarianism. They believed in the importance of relaying to the world—principally through text and images—what they were witnessing in their regions of intervention (Heerten and Moses 2014, p. 177).

A pattern similar to the Biafran one can be noted in the awareness raising surrounding the 1983–85 Ethiopian famine that led to starvation, illness, and death of hundreds of thousands of Ethiopians. Graphic print and televised images of mostly Ethiopian children and women were used to raise awareness in western countries, through what became the advent of celebrity involvement in humanitarian fund-raising activities (Baughan 2015; Franks 2014). Central to these was the Live Aid initiative launched in 1984 by British musical entertainers, which spearheaded other massive fund-raising musical events held across Europe and the USA (Baughan 2015; Van der Gaag and Nash 1987). The Biafran–Nigerian and Ethiopian crises represent the first of many crises on the African continent where media and NGOs used fixed and moving images as an awareness raising and fund-raising strategy. In those early years, INGOs were typically big and relied heavily on press and televised media. Today, INGOs of varying sizes co-exist alongside each other, and technological advancements have gradually prompted these big and small actors to shift towards producing user generated content on their websites and through social media.

Some critiques have been raised in relation to NGOs’ involvement in these two historical events and these can be extended to NGOs’ work with children in the global South today. First, while graphic literary and visual representations of starving children and talk about the famine and humanitarian needs were circulated in the media through the work of western journalists, photographers, and NGOs, the political and social factors that had initiated and fuelled the respective famines were

---

12 See for example rusty radiator.com.
not foregrounded and were thus left unaddressed (Baughan 2015; Franks 2014; O’Sullivan 2014). For example, on the Ethiopian crisis, Franks (2014) notes that journalists and western governments settled for the superficial explanation that the famine was caused by drought. Yet, there was evidence that the country’s Mengistu Haile Mariam’s authoritarian regime intentionally provoked the famine in the northern part of Ethiopia, where markets and trade related transportation were bombed as part of Ethiopia’s civil war against Tigrayans and Eritreans. Furthermore, the country had a hefty military expenditure, with half its gross domestic product (GDP) going to defence (Franks 2014).

Second, the use of African mothers’ and children’s images in western humanitarian appeals for support emerged as a persistent feature and through their depiction of ‘starving children’, humanitarian organizations transmitted, and even today continue to transmit to donors the idea that they are superior relative to the people they are ‘rescuing’ (Baughan 2015, p. 12). Further, through such appeals NGOs have contributed towards establishing a paternalistic view of the relationship between donors from the global North and beneficiaries in the global South (Baughan 2015, p. 12).

Today, this paternalistic view is being reinforced through the work of child-centered intergovernmental organizations during periods of famine, armed conflict, and interventions related to containing the spread of HIV/AIDS and its social effects across numerous African countries. For close to two decades now, the dominant western imagination of children on the African continent is one of ‘orphans’, resulting from UNICEF’s long-standing and on-going “Africa’s orphan crisis” rhetoric, which has been picked up and propagated by other international governmental organizations, non-governmental organizations, national governments, as well as tour companies (Cheney and Rotabi 2014).

In its efforts to underscore the plight of children affected by HIV/AIDS, in the early 2000s, UNICEF further introduced a broader definition of ‘orphan’, which was stretched to include even children who are left with one living parent (Cheney and Rotabi 2014). Orphaned children falling under the ‘original’ definition of orphan are thus termed ‘double orphans’, while those in the latter category are termed ‘single orphans’ (UNICEF (2003, 2006)). The organization also widened its concern to include ‘vulnerable children’, understood as children who are themselves affected by HIV/AIDS (they themselves or one or both of their parents are HIV positive) or more generally, children who are affected by poverty, exclusion, or discrimination (their vulnerability being related or not to HIV/AIDS) (UNICEF 2003, p. 11; UNICEF 2006; Cheney and Rotabi 2014).

Two problems can be pointed out in relation to these definitions. First, as Cheney and Rotabi note, international discourse and perspectives on the situation have a tendency to uniquely lock in on the ‘orphan’, who is considered in isolation from her/his extended family and even from her/his larger community (Cheney and Rotabi 2014, p. 4). Second, in development discourse, these children are since then being referred to as “orphans and vulnerable children” (OVCs), and “vulnerable children” have also been discursively and strategically absorbed into the ‘orphan’ category.

Since the 1990s, there has been a general shift from public development aid (governments) to private aid (NGOs); rather than fund national governments in the global South, governments in the global North chose to fund humanitarian missions through NGOs and intergovernmental organizations. NGOs have thus been created, missions undertaken, and funds raised (and are still being raised) in the name of ‘saving Africa’s HIV/AIDS orphans’. Rather than question and challenge the underlying causes of child neglect, abandonment or orphanhood, fund raising campaigns in the form of African children’s images are displayed in public spaces in cities of the global North.

Intergovernmental development organizations play a significant role in shaping NGOs strategies. Dolinar and Sitar (2013) for example, relate a campaign conducted between 2008 and 2010 in Slovenia, in which UNICEF used stereotypical life-size posters and televised images of African children, asking the Slovenian public to contribute towards getting children in Rwanda off the streets as well as bring smiles to children in Rwanda who had lost their parents (Dolinar and Sitar 2013, p. 23). The use of such images by UNICEF and many other humanitarian or developmental organizations simultaneously generates strong critiques expressed in academic literature, press and social media, yet ironically, it still contributes towards reinforcing these organizations’ legitimacy (Manzo 2008; Dolinar and Sitar 2013).
In what follows, I show the particular ways in which children’s images and individual children’s personal information, feature on the websites of two western-funded NGOs operating their residential care institutions on the Kenyan South Coast. I simultaneously point out the organizations’ discursive legitimation strategies.

5. Findings

On the web pages of Greenfields and Sunshine, poverty, education (lack of), parental neglect and/or abandonment, orphanhood, HIV/AIDS and malnutrition are highlighted as the factors that led to the entry of these organizations into the lives of the children who are currently, or who were previously in their care. I distinguished the intertwining of three kinds of discourses. First, the ‘white saviour complex discourse’—discourses that represent the local (non-white) people as socially and culturally flawed and as lacking the agency to resolve their own problems and marginality, thus needing the intervention of the white western humanitarians. Second, ‘relief discourse’—these are humanitarian discourses in which children are depicted as innocent and endangered and their family members—mothers, fathers, grandfathers, grandmothers—as weak, vulnerable, desperate and overwhelmed victims or villains, thus necessitating the intervention of white women and men from abroad. Lastly, ‘deinstitutionalization discourse’—these are discourses and images that push forward the idea that once removed from their home family environment, the ‘rescued’ children are now happy and live in a family environment or that they find/found a ‘new home’ and/or ‘family’ at their respective institutions. The manifestation of these discourses is explored in the following sections.

5.1. Analysis of Greenfields and Sunshine

On their about us page, Bertha and Gerold, Greenfields’ founding German couple, briefly note that they are a “small non-profit association” that has taken upon itself the “task to help in Kenya people in need”. They pursue legitimation through the combination of white saviour narrativization, rationalization, and moralization when they briefly narrate that their ‘children’s village’ project stemmed from earlier experiences during their holiday in the region, where they encountered “annoying” children who were “begging” and who got “contemptuous looks” from adults (moralization). They explain that their experience with seeing social inequality in the touristic South Coast region and “countless street kids”, motivated them as a family13 to “devote their life to the children in need and abandoned babies” (rationalization, moralization).

According to information they provide on the website’s about us page, and copies of official registration certificates available on the website, the couple created and registered the association through which Greenfields came into existence in Germany, in 1997. They registered as a CCI with Kenyan authorities in 2000 (authorization) and begun caring for eight children that same year. The number of children in their care increased gradually and although the exact number of children is not provided on the website, from individual children’s profiles, it would seem that the organization’s residential care institution currently has approximately fifty children in its care. The organization seeks support from Germans (German speaking population abroad or those visiting the region).

On Sunshine’s about us page, Tara, its English founder, cultivates legitimation through a combination of white saviour narrativization, authorization, rationalization, and moralization. She explains that the orphanage was born out of her own experience with volunteering in a rural village in the South Coast in 2007, where she witnessed its community members’ daily struggles and where she was “especially affected” by “children who had been orphaned or neglected” (moralization, rationalization). In 2008, she returned to the region to launch her project “with the support of friends, family and local businesses, schools, and churches” in the United Kingdom (authorization). She “gave

13 The couple has three children of their own: a teenage son, and two adult children who are also involved in supporting the running of the home.
up her life in the UK to live in Kenya” (moralization), where she “worked with the community, village elders, and churches to identify the most desperate children” and by “personally researching each child’s situation and history” (authorization). She registered the orphanage as a charity organization in the UK and as a CCI in Kenya (authorization). It became operational in 2010, starting out with five children and is currently responsible for thirty-five children. According to her, Sunshine is recognized as one of the best residential child-care institutions in the country and is lauded by the country’s Children’s Department as an example of ‘best practice’. Sunshine is oriented towards securing support from the UK.

5.1.1. “We Need Your Help”

From as early as the home page of both organizations, it becomes clear that their websites—of which the children’s profiles are a significant component—serve as fund-raising tools, and in a less evident way, to cultivate legitimacy. Sunshine’s home page opens with a short introduction that geographically situates the institution and mentions its founder, who then engages in legitimation by rationalization and moralization, stating that the institution’s role is not limited to providing basic needs—food, shelter, and water—“for orphaned and vulnerable children”, but also “quality education, love, security”, as well as “hope for the future they truly deserve, in a family environment”. This message is followed by a big outdoor ‘family photo’ captioned, “The Sunshine Family” featuring the founder, children of varying ages and some members of staff.

Reference to the institution oscillates between ‘orphanage’ and ‘home’: in matters related to fund-raising, the organization predominantly identifies Sunshine as an orphanage, while socially and administratively identifying it as a home. There is also an interesting juxtaposition of ‘orphanage’ and ‘home’ on its home page presentation (“Sunshine Orphanage is a children’s home in [ ]”). As an essential social institution, the family is vested with a certain authority. Hence, the discourse and imagery of family and home is put forward for legitimation purposes. This strategy can also be understood as being shaped by the ongoing global pro deinstitutionalization rhetoric and actions.

The remaining two thirds of Sunshine’s home page is dedicated to informing the western/global North reader that she/he can assist a child through sponsorship; announcing a fund-raising event; enumerating what two to twenty sterling pounds worth of donations can contribute to the children’s institution; as well as informing about the possibility of volunteering at the institution. Several other smaller photos on the home page feature the founder with two or more of the institution’s children.

On its home page, Greenfields invites the reader to “watch a video about our project”, and alongside it informs her/him that “We help children in need!”. While Greenfields has no other child-related projects elsewhere in Kenya or in other African countries, the German association through which the institution is run is said to be “a children aid project that supports Africa’s orphans”. Such discourses are typical of the relief sector, where small Northern organizations also adopt the discursive strategies known to generate funds (‘helping Africa’, ‘supporting orphans’). Reference to Africa makes the organization appear bigger than it really is, and its work consequential. The same can be said of the domain name (internet address) chosen by the organization, where ‘helping the country’ features prominently.

In the video, Bertha and her family members (husband, adult daughter and son) narrate different aspects of the children’s village, from its beginnings to its present state. The institution’s children—babies through to young adults—as well as the founding couple’s teenage son, are prominently featured in the fifty-minute video, which has mostly been taken in the institution and the surrounding environment. A short part of the video (approximately 3 min) has been taken in Germany, where the founders’ adult son is shown packing and sealing a cargo container containing donations and equipment to be shipped to the institution.

On both Sunshine’s and Greenfields’ website headers and sidebars, images of jovial looking children or chubby babies are prominent, and words like ‘donate’, ‘sponsor’, ‘help now’, ‘click to donate’, ‘sponsor a child’ and ‘donation’ feature prominently and/or recurrently on other pages.
dedicated to informing the readers how they can support the respective institutions’ children. Readers are informed that they can make a donation; sponsor a child and can send money through trusted third party fund-raising websites or directly into the institution’s bank account. It is also suggested that supporters can run fund-raising events for the benefit of the institutions. Greenfields’ founder goes a step further by addressing companies, informing them that nowadays, companies are “highly scrutinised” and that “there are high expectations and responsibilities”. They are thus encouraged to “Take on social responsibility” by making a contribution through their businesses and by giving back “some of your success to the orphans”. It is important to note that the large majority of children in the care of Greenfields and Sunshine are not orphans, hence their reference to orphans here is purely strategic.

5.1.2. The ‘Before–After’ Effect

On Sunshine’s website, the web pages dedicated to each child typically start by giving the date when the child joined the institution. This is followed by a photo whose caption states that this is where the child began his/her life. These photos—which I term the ‘before photo(s)’—have been taken in the individual children’s previous home compound or room. In them, the family’s very modest to extreme living conditions are clearly visible (mud-walled, palm-thatched house, or—as is the case for two siblings—a housing structure erected in a garbage dump site). Present in the photos is usually the child in the company of his or her sibling(s) or with a member or two of their extended family. Babies and toddlers are often photographed in the arms of the founder. Generally, the ambiance in the photos is morose (which can be attributed to the combination of visible aspects of poverty and the children having to pose for photos with, and for people they are not familiar with). Additional before photos showing a child’s previous life include those that illustrate ‘extraordinary’ conditions such as a child’s jigger-infested feet or children in the garbage dump site that was their home.

Beneath each child’s before photo, her/his background is briefly provided and is narrated in an entertaining but emotion-inducing tone. The exclamation “This is what living at Sunshine achieves!” routinely follows every such biography, and is then followed by a slide show of two or more ‘after photo(s)’, that is, photos of the child taken within the context of the institution, either individually or in the company of a sibling or the founder. Generally, the child is well groomed and beaming (which may be attributed to the combination of visible aspects of poverty and the children having to pose for photos with, and for people they are not familiar with). Additional before photos showing a child’s previous life include those that illustrate ‘extraordinary’ conditions such as a child’s jigger-infested feet or children in the garbage dump site that was their home.

Comparatively, on Greenfields’ website, the web pages dedicated to each child also follow a similar pattern, but are disturbingly detailed. Each child’s precise or officially assigned date of birth (day of the week, date, month and year) is provided at the very beginning of her/his profile. This is followed by a detailed “history” of the child, narrated through Bertha’s voice and who communicates the disturbing events that led to her and her organization’s entry into the particular child’s life. Through her narratives, the reader experiences an oversimplified ‘before—after effect’. For example, we learn that, “After living in an impoverished life, Maana came to us with physiological disorders. She was very reserved never laughed.”, and that, “Now, Maana is a friendly girl without problems and fears”.

Each child’s history is followed by highlights of her/his yearly development, which comes under the heading “career”. The reader is given information through which she/he gets to know almost every aspect of each child’s development—a child’s academic aptitude (“Jane is now in class 7 and an average performer”); their leisure activities and personality (“She plays hand- and netball and attends the drama club”); and behaviour and character traits at different stages of the child’s life (“Our Jane is sometimes somewhat difficult, what leads sometimes also to problems in the school” and “She is at the moment in an awkward age and is sometime not respectful enough”). The founder’s joys, reservations, and disappointments in the children’s academic abilities and performance are also put across, “We hope Ijumaa will finish Primary School with success end of the year. However, we are
prepared that her marks might not be good enough to be taken in by a Secondary School” and “Ali has finished Primary School [ ] to his and our great disappointment with such bad marks that it would be a waste of time to send him to Secondary School”. It is important to bear in mind that alongside all the information given on each child, the reader is provided with several chronologically posted photos of the child, from the time she/he joined the institution, to date.

5.1.3. The Urgency and Legitimacy of Rescuing Orphans, Abandoned and Neglected Children

The image and discourse of ‘rescue’ is present in the strategically crafted children’s profiles. The discourse of rescue is often coupled with a sense of urgency. On Greenfields website, almost every child’s story starts and reads like a personal diary entry and is communicated as a very urgent situation:

“On 5 July 2006, we received once again a phone call from the Youth Welfare Office. A newborn cannot stay with his mother and needs to be picked up.”

“On 29 November 2009, we were called to come to the hospital in Mmoja.”

“On 10 January, I, Bertha, am called to the phone by our accountant Bob. It is urgent he says.”

“On Sunday morning, 22 of June 2012, we received a phone call from the local police. A baby was abandoned near Sita River.”

“On 18 August 2015, our team in Kenya was called again by the local youth welfare office. They said that a baby in Galu, around two weeks old, urgently needed help.”

The tone of the narratives is entertaining, with an emphasis on drama, which resembles press media techniques that serve to instantly capture the attention of the reader. The interventions involve the founders, the institutions’ social workers and the local youth welfare office and/or the police. Greenfields’ reference to their contact with police (on 32 children’s profiles), hospitals and the area’s youth welfare office(rs) (on 18 children’s profiles) needs to be understood as an impersonal and personal authorization legitimation strategy\(^\text{14}\), where reference is made to public authorities, such as police, the chief, the local youth welfare officer, the youth welfare office, the court and the children’s department. The authority of these figures is communicated within narratives that show the degree of their power. For example, on one child’s profile, Sunshine’s founder narrates that “It was during this time that Sunshine were asked by the Chief of the area to visit the family to see if we could assist”. Reference to such authority figures serves to establish legitimacy for specific actions and for the respective organizations, by demonstrating their founders’ personal and the organizations’ social and legal integration in the region and the country.

As the main representatives of their organizations, founders relate how they and their institutions “save” or “rescue” children from a variety of circumstances that present a threat to the children’s lives and well-being. Mothers come across as sources of particular danger for the rescued children. For example, from some of Greenfields’ children’s profiles, one learns of a child who arrived to the institution as a new born baby abandoned in bushes, while another was abandoned on the roadside; a baby whose life was in danger because her mother threatened to “kill the girl” if nobody accepted to take the baby in before the end of the day; a baby whose mother was spotted sitting on her in an attempt to suffocate her; and a neglected toddler whose ‘half-uncle’ raped her and whose mother abandoned her at the hospital where she had brought her for observation.

Legitimation for separating children from their family context is cultivated through presenting the mothers as irresponsible, irrational and potentially violent. Sunshine’s founder relates how she and her team urgently “rescued” two siblings (aged between 8 and 10 years) who were living with their mother in a garbage dump (that the founder explains was also home to other families). She narrates how having failed to convince the children’s mother that the garbage dump was hazardous for her

\(^{14}\) For more on narrativization and impersonal and personal authorization legitimation strategies see Lavrusheva 2013.
children, she and her partner, in the company of their children’s officer, “removed and rescued these
two distraught children” and that “they are now safe at Sunshine in a clean loving environment”.

On some children’s profiles, mothers are represented as both villains and victims. For example
one learns that Sunshine took in two siblings whose mother died as “She had been consuming elicit
brew” and that she had been making a living “however she could”, because “life was desperate!”. The
founder also describes the situation of two siblings who were the outcome of sexual assaults
endured by their mentally ill mother. Legitimation is pursued through rationalization and moralization
as these and other babies and children are portrayed as having been ‘rescued’ from their unfit and
or/sick mothers. Some mothers are described as ‘desperate’, ‘sick’, ‘confused’, ‘drug addicts’, and as
‘prostitutes’ and/or suffering from ‘mental illness’. In most children’s profiles, no reference is made
regarding their fathers. However, where they are mentioned, it is in relation to their death, illness and
more rarely, to communicate the intervention of the organisation as originating from the concern certain
struggling fathers and elderly grandfathers had for the well-being of their children/grand children.

Malnourishment is a common theme on the children’s profiles and one through which mothers are
depicted more as helpless victims than villains. On the Greenfields website, some children’s profiles
feature images of nude or clothed undernourished babies or toddlers, presented with a before–after effect.
Greenfields’ founder relates the state of malnourishment in which she found one of the children in her
care: “What we found at the hospital was a malnourished 14-month old girl named Leah”. Her mother is
described as having been “entirely desperate or confused”, as she “sat at the sick bed with her three little
children: Lina around three years old, Leah, and a three-month-old baby”. Children are also described
as having “arrived neglected, underfed and hungry” at the institution. It is also worth noting that the
malnourished state in which children were in on arrival, is used as their profile title, thus defining them
online (“Leah, an underfed child, finds refuge in Greenfields”). Comparably, on one child’s profile featuring
before–after photos, Sunshine’s founder invites one to “Look just how malnourished Joseph is”. On another
child’s profile we learn that “After coming to Sunshine Caro would try to eat the most unusual things,
even dirt from the ground as a result of her poor diet”.

Additionally, most children are also ‘saved’ from poverty. On the profiles of some children on
both institutions’ web pages, one learns that despite having parents who are known to the institution,
numerous children live in the institutions because they come from poor struggling households and/or
large families whose parents or guardians (in particular grandparents) cannot adequately provide and
look after them. For example, the founder of Greenfields narrates how three children from a family
of 11 siblings were ‘saved’. Their mother is said to be “just a housewife” and their father “a peasant
fisherman”. Legitimation is cultivated through reference to “good education” as an institutional
authority. For example, Bertha rationalizes the legitimacy of her organization’s intervention in these
children’s lives (separating the children from their parents and poor family environment) by noting
that given the big size of the family, it is uniquely “through good education” that the children in
question “will change their lives to better in future”.

The HIV status of children is projected as a major concern, and is also liberally communicated on
their profiles and the institutions’ online announcements. Preoccupation with, and motivations for
determining the HIV status of children is different for the two institutions. On two siblings’ respective
profiles, Sunshine’s founder informs that children who join the institution are systematically given a
full medical check up and blood tests, including HIV screening, “so that appropriate medication and
care can be given if required”. Conversely, at Greenfields, HIV testing is/has been key in determining
whether or not a child gets to stay and grow up in the institution or whether she/he would be sent to
institutions that specifically care for children who are HIV positive.

The uncertainty surrounding some children’s future in Greenfields is perceptible on the founder’s
earlier entries on some children’s profiles. These are generally abandoned babies or toddlers whose
mothers’ HIV status was unknown or was known to be positive. For instance, on one abandoned
baby’s profile the reader is informed that “In 5 to 6 weeks, Bobby needs to go to the hospital again for
an HIV test. We hope that he is HIV negative and can stay in the children’s home” and that “If Grace
should be HIV positive, she cannot stay with us and will be transferred to Mombasa]. The results of children’s HIV screening are also communicated on their profiles and on Greenfields’ news posts. The title of a subsequent news post on the institution’s website reads: “Good news: Bobby is HIV negative] and can stay with us” and that Grace “is HIV negative and can stay with us”.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

The organizations whose website content I have described and analyzed here could have chosen to simply provide general, collective narratives on the children in their care. This was however, not their choice. Websites are a key cost-effective communication resource that these small child-oriented organizations have chosen to bridge the distance (geographical, social, cultural and economic) between their potential global Northern donor public and the children in their care.

At a first and seemingly more evident level, these organizations’ choice to give individualised, detailed information on each child can be understood simply as a fund-raising strategy. In a global Northern context where access and exposure to flows of news reports and imagery of a range of humanitarian ‘disaster’ situations is the order of the day, these individual children’s images and background plight stories are expected to contribute towards curbing futility thinking and compassion fade. It is anticipated that they will elicit strong emotional reactions among potential donors, which could be followed through with acts of generosity in the form of financial and/or material support.

At a deeper level, the use of these data and rescue stories can be understood as a process of legitimacy construction, not only in relation to the organizations’ and their founders’ interventions in each individual child’s life, but also with regard to the legitimacy of each organization and its founder’s long-term presence in the region. All of the analyzed children’s profiles show clear use of mythopoesis—legitimation through the telling of stories (Van Leeuwen and Wodak 1999). Narratives about past situations that represent gloom, hardships, ill-being and in some cases danger for a child, are told so as to give a sense of the appropriateness of the associated rescue behaviour and actions that need to be legitimized, and which collectively contribute to perceptions of the appropriateness of the organization and its interventions. The layout of the children’s profiles and the structures of the narratives (still and moving images and text) are also narrativization legitimation strategies as they implicitly urge the reader to make comparisons between a child’s past life (prior to arriving in the institution) and their present situation (psychological and social aspects) or future (life prospects), which leads the reader to view the organization’s activities and interventions as appropriate and justified.

These organizations’ use of children’s personal data on their websites is paradoxical, in that, it may be understood as tied to humanitarian action, but also as exemplary of contemporary colonial-like practices. Although children’s profiles are created and used to raise funds for their needs, the content of individual children’s profiles violates a key component of humanitarian principles—respect for human dignity—which is expressed in a range of NGO codes of conduct (see for example ICRC (1991) and OCHA (2012)). Respect for human dignity is also a key component of the guiding principles of the 2006 Code of Conduct on Images and Messages (Dóchas 2014) that has been adopted by a range of NGOs working in the development and humanitarian fields. With respect to this, there is disregard for the requirement to treat those in need and/or beneficiaries of support (in this case children, their parents and families) as subjects, who have agency and more specifically to treat them with dignity and refrain from representing them as hopeless victims or objects in the organizations’ information and publicity activities (ICRC 1991; Dóchas 2014). This is also an illustration of the contradictions pointed out by Manzo (2008) and Kennedy (2009) in relation to NGOs’ skewed and selective respect.

---

15 The Dóchas Code of Conduct on Images and Messages has a longer history dating back to 1989. It has been revised over the years in response to North-South representation challenges, experienced through the development and humanitarian fields (see Manzo 2008, pp. 637–38).
for humanitarian principles, in their representations of the distant Other and Other’s children for fund-raising purposes.

A colonial-like paternalistic mindset, it would seem, underlies the organizations’ and their founders’ actions; they selectively respect humanitarian principles and the rights of the children in their care, and operate in a manner indicating that they consider that while children have rights, the degree to which those rights are respected depends on a child’s country of birth and residence. The status of being an African child, who resides in an African country and who comes from a background of poverty and/or family instability, is implicitly considered justification for an organization’s selective respect for the child’s right to confidentiality and to living a private life.

From both legal and ethical points of view, Charitable Children’s Institutions have a responsibility to respect the dignity of children in their care, this being a fundamental and core principle of humanity when engaged in assisting and representing persons affected by, or living through a crisis. In publicizing the personal stories of children in their care, the institutions in question make information that is meant to be private and/or confidential accessible to the global public and are thus also violating their obligation to respect confidentiality with regard to each child’s personal data. The United Nations Guidelines for the Alternative Care of Children, which is derived from the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (United Nations General Assembly 1989), outlines this obligation. In particular, Article 110 of the guidelines is concerned with residential care institutions’ obligation to respect confidentiality in their handling of children’s personal information:

The records on children in care should be complete, up to date, confidential and secure, and should include information on their admission and departure and the form, content, and details of the care placement of each child, together with any appropriate identity documents and other personal information. Information on the child’s family should be included in the child’s file, as well as in the reports based on regular evaluations. This record should follow the child throughout the alternative care period and be consulted by duly authorized professionals responsible for his/her current care (United Nations General Assembly 2010, p. 17).

Other national instruments such as the Guidelines for the Alternative Family Care of Children in Kenya (Republic of Kenya 2014); National Standards for Best Practices in Charitable Children’s Institutions (Republic of Kenya 2013a); and the Training Manual for Charitable Children’s Institutions in Kenya (Republic of Kenya 2013b) (which flow from The United Nations Guidelines for the Alternative Care of Children), as well as the Charitable Children’s Institutions Regulations (Kenya Gazette Supplement 2005), also emphasize this obligation.

It is worth noting the distinction made between confidentiality and privacy in the National Standards for Best Practices in Charitable Children’s Institutions: “Confidentiality pertains to information and records while privacy pertains to an individual’s space and body” (Republic of Kenya 2013a, p. 13). However, from the same document, it is evident that confidentiality and privacy are intertwined and privacy can be understood from other angles:

All children are entitled to privacy and no written material or files containing a child’s information should be left exposed for all to view. There should never be any public discussion about a child’s sensitive issues, either in the presence of the child or other people who work or do not work within the CCI. Caregivers should be trained on confidentiality and sensitivity of information (Republic of Kenya 2013a, pp. 31–32).

Thus, confidentiality, which is an ethical requirement, can impact privacy, which is a right that is enshrined in both national and international laws. Public disclosure of private facts concerning individual children and showcasing of their private lives by CCIs, their founders and by the organizations through which the former are managed (whether this exposure is related to a child’s family and home environment or within the residential care institution), is in violation of Article 16 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, which stipulates that children are entitled to privacy, and
that national laws ought to protect them against intrusions that violate their privacy at personal, family, and home levels (United Nations General Assembly 1989).

These violations have implications for the well-being of the concerned individual children. Research conducted among care-leavers in Kenya has shown that many young adults who spent their childhoods in institutions experience difficulties later in life, stemming from the ‘victim’ identities assigned to them by their residential care institutions and social actors within them (Ucembe 2013). In particular, the orphan identity has an impact on their self-esteem from childhood to adulthood. In his research on care leavers, Ucembe notes that the designation ‘orphan’, “reinforces physical exclusion: the space between “us” and “them””, as well as social exclusion since children who are discursively and strategically identified as “orphans” are treated differently, which reinforces their social positions and identities as “the Other”. He notes that often, the label orphan is negatively connoted in that one is stereotypically perceived as an object of pity and in search of sympathy, which subsequently negatively impacts self-identity (Ucembe 2013, p. 17).

In the institutions that are the subject of my study, this orphan labelling trend is perverse in that it goes a step further: not only are the children labelled orphans, but their orphanhood (whether real or strategically constructed) is also presented to the global public through narratives containing very personal information. As internet technologies evolve, it is very likely that this data will still be available online even long after it has been deleted from the source websites.

A question that one needs to ask is, why are such practices possible in Kenya and in some countries of the global South, but are not in those of the global North? A first explanation could be the fact that child protection has been fully delegated to the humanitarian private sector (by the State to CCIs—see Ucembe 2015), including the financing of child protection measures. This serves to reinforce the already existent unequal donor–receiver relationship, in that the NGOs and individuals who ‘donate’ their services to the State—which has chosen to be minimally involved in child protection from a social services perspective—are construed as selfless and charitable. Conversely, the children in their care are collectively construed as passive, needy sufferers who do need protection, but who need not be consulted on the form it takes (Ucembe 2015). This translates into the NGOs enjoying considerable leeway and power with regard to decisions they take concerning individual children in their care.

Second, as has been shown through the ‘creation stories’ of Sunshine and Greenfields, these institutions come into existence through the personal encounters of their founders with social inequality during their visits to the region as tourists or as voluntourists. A white saviour complex is born or reified through such experiences, as the individuals give up their lives elsewhere and make ‘saving’ African people personal or family missions. In most cases, the founders do not have the professional training or experience needed to work with children or run such institutions (out of the nine South Coast residential child care institutions I analyzed, only one founder had professional child-related experience—teaching. However, her organization’s website had some of the most cliché ‘Westerners saving Africans’ imagery and rescue discourses).

This white saviour complex is met and propped up by a post-colonial complex: the fact that some persons (white) from the global North make ‘helping Africans’ a personal or family mission and regularly visit or move to the region, bringing in financial and material resources, appears to be a good enough condition for local community members and for regional and central authorities. The suitability and professional qualifications of those who seek to set up and run residential child care institutions is rarely evaluated, if at all, during and after the organizations’ official registration. This is evident from the insensitive and unprofessional handling of children’s personal data by founders and their organizations—as shown by my research—and the very fact that registering a children’s
residential care institution is literally open to anyone. Thus, the underlying assumption is that any white person has the capacity to run a residential care institution for African children.

The discourses and actions motivated by the white saviour complex contribute towards the establishment of a paternalistic view of the relationship between the organisations’ foreign donors and the local beneficiaries (children, mothers, fathers and the community at large). The white saviour complex is conjoined with a ‘This is Africa’ attitude. Underlying the latter is the idea that do-it-yourself humanitarians and their organizations need not act or relate with or about people in the country in the same way as they would be expected to in their own countries because, ‘Things are different in Africa’.

These findings have policy implications. Current conceptions of privacy in Kenya’s legislation—in particular the aforementioned instruments related to children in residential care—refer uniquely to physical bodily privacy that the institutions are expected to guarantee through the provision of suitable and adequate amenities (toilets, bathrooms and separate bedrooms). In Kenya’s Children Act, reference to children’s right to privacy is at best cursory and vague: Article 19 of the Children Act simply states, “Every child shall have the right to privacy subject to parental guidance.” (Laws of Kenya, Children Act 2001). From a legal angle, the meaning of respect for children’s privacy needs to be extended to include the obligation to respect children’s right to living private lives. From a regulatory angle, strengthening and extending the monitoring and supervision of residential child care institutions beyond their physical existence and functioning is crucial. In this age of digital connectivity, it is important that child protection authorities consider how residential care institutions represent the children in their care online.

For NGOs and individuals from the global North who are running residential child care institutions, it is crucial that a shift be made from viewing children in their care as victims and/or objects of care to subjects who have futures as adults, and to whom they will be accountable. In their representation of children, contemplating a number of questions is necessary. First, it is worth considering whether it is in the best interests of a child to have their personal details and private life spread out on an internet page that is indiscriminately open to the global public. Second, it is important to consider whether the stories they relate and images they share on their websites are respectful of the child, and given that children’s privacy is firmly protected in most countries of the global North, it is worth questioning whether from legal, ethical, and moral perspectives they would share similar information about a child in their countries of origin in the same or similar ways. Third, these considerations need to be looked at from not only a short-term view, but equally from a long-term perspective, in terms of whether the images and stories shared about a child today could be detrimental to their future well-being. Lastly, individual profiles would perhaps best be reserved for children who are old enough to give informed assent or dissent.
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